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Submonolayer quantum dots as active medium in opto-electronic devices promise to combine the

high density of states of quantum wells with the fast recovery dynamics of self-assembled quantum

dots. We investigate the gain and phase recovery dynamics of a semiconductor optical amplifier

based on InAs submonolayer quantum dots in the regime of linear operation by one- and two-color

heterodyne pump-probe spectroscopy. We find an as fast recovery dynamics as for quantum dot-in-

a-well structures, reaching 2 ps at moderate injection currents. The effective quantum well embed-

ding the submonolayer quantum dots acts as a fast and efficient carrier reservoir. VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4935792]

Quantum-confined epitaxial semiconductor systems

such as two-dimensional (2D) quantum well (QW) layers or

zero-dimensional (0D) quantum dot (QD) ensembles have a

wide range of applications from solar cells to telecommuni-

cations. Although QWs offer a high density of states (DOS),

narrow spectral emission linewidth, and thus a high modal

gain, the strong localization created by 0D confinement in

QDs leads to very fast gain dynamics and low temperature-

stable lasing thresholds,1–5 however, at the expense of a

reduced DOS. Naturally, it would be highly desirable to

design a gain medium that combines the speed of QDs with

the high DOS and spectral homogeneity of QWs.

An approach to obtain a high areal density of 0D local-

ization centers is the growth of submonolayer (SML) islands.

In this process, InAs is deposited on GaAs in quantities of

less than a monolayer (ML), and overgrown with a thin

GaAs layer, on which again a submonolayer of InAs is

grown.6,7 The strain induced by the lattice mismatch of both

compound semiconductors leads to a vertical alignment of

the InAs SML depositions during the growth process,

thereby forming InAs-rich islands acting as localization cen-

ters inside an effective InGaAs QW with low In content. The

emission wavelength of these structures, referred to here as

SML QDs, is typically between 900 and 1000 nm, but the

incorporation of antimony allows to push it into the O-band

telecommunications wavelength range.8 The areal density of

the SML QDs is about 1012 cm�2, and thus it is an order of

magnitude larger than for self-assembled Stranski Krastanow

(SK) QDs.9 Investigations of unprocessed SML structures

have revealed both 0D and 2D features in spectra and

dynamics,10–13 caused by the large exciton Bohr radius,

which averages over many islands.8

The large areal density of SML QDs, a typically

narrower emission spectrum, and stronger interaction with

p-polarized light than for SK QDs are promising for the

application of SML QDs as active medium in opto-electronic

devices.14 Examples include edge-emitting lasers15 and

vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers,16–19 as well as photo-

detectors and solar cells.20,21 The comparatively high DOS is

reflected in a maximum modal gain reported for InAs SML

QDs of 44 cm�1, compared to 33 cm�1 per layer for SK QDs

at 980 nm.15,22,23 An equally favorable gain recovery dynam-

ics as in SK QDs still has to be verified.

In this letter, we investigate the gain and phase recovery

dynamics of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) based

on the InAs SML QDs. SOAs are applied not only for fast

amplification but also for fast (cross) gain and phase modula-

tion. To extract the relevant gain and phase recovery times

for amplification, we apply one-color pump-probe spectros-

copy (1cPP) at the spectral electroluminescence (EL) maxi-

mum, and also two-color pump-probe spectroscopy (2cPP)

to quantify recovery times for cross gain modulation applica-

tions. For our investigations, we use SOAs containing five

layers of InAs/GaAs SML stacks in the active region, with

the emission centered at 965 nm (1.28 eV, see Fig. 1(a)). The

p-i-n device structure was grown on a Si-doped GaAs sub-

strate using metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy. Each SML

stack consists of a sixfold deposition of nominally 0.4 ML

InAs and 1.6 ML GaAs (see inset of Fig. 1(b)), the stacks are

separated by a 40 ML GaAs spacer. Lateral waveguiding is

achieved by a ridge of 2 lm width shallow-etched down to

about 80 nm above the active medium. The facets of the

device are tilted 8� against the normal to suppress optical

feedback. The inset of Figure 1(a) shows the SOA strip and

the contact probe used for current supply. For thermal stabi-

lization, the device was mounted onto a water-cooled heat

sink held at 13 �C.

EL spectra of the device are shown in Fig. 1(a). For high

injection current, the SML transition shows a Gaussian shape

with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 25 meV.

Additionally, we find unstructured pronounced wings on the

blue and on the red sides of the emission, which we attributea)BHerzog@physik.tu-berlin.de
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to Boltzmann and Urbach tails, respectively.24 The emission

peak shifts from 965 nm to 955 nm with increasing current

due to state filling. The light-current characteristics are

shown in Fig. 1(b). To prevent device degradation, the injec-

tion current was limited to 60 mA where the SOA is still

operating in non-saturation regime, which indicates a high

DOS of the SML stacks. The maximum applied current cor-

responds to a nominal current density of 6 kA/cm2. Injection

currents rather than current densities are quoted, since cur-

rent spreading—which is significant in shallow etched QW

devices25—was not quantified for our SML devices.

All pump-probe measurements were performed in the

linear operating mode of the SOA with pulse powers set to

30 lW and 300 lW for probe and pump pulse, corresponding

to 0.4 pJ/pulse and 4 pJ/pulse, respectively. The relevant

wavelengths for the 1cPP and 2cPP measurements are

marked in Figure 1(a) as a dark (1cPP) and light gray (2cPP)

area, respectively.

A scheme of the pump-probe setup is shown in Fig. 2.

Pump and probe pulses are generated by a Toptica

FemtoFiber pro laser system, in which a mode-locked

Er-doped fiber oscillator seeds two amplifiers followed by

highly nonlinear fibers to obtain independently tunable

supercontinua. From these supercontinua, suitable parts are

selected by an amplitude mask in the Fourier plane of a 4f

pulse shaper. Typically, the pulses have a temporal and spec-

tral FWHM of 250 fs and 10 nm (13 meV), respectively. The

co-polarized pump and probe pulses are colinearly coupled

into the input facet of the SOA. Discrimination between

pump and probe pulses is achieved by heterodyne detection,

in which the probe pulse is divided into a probe and a refer-

ence part prior to coupling into the device. The probe part is

slightly frequency-shifted by an acousto-optical modulator

(AOM), yielding a temporal beating when interfering with

the reference pulse on two balanced detectors. Amplitude

and phase of the beating signal are detected by a fast lock-in

detector (Perkin Elmer DSP7280). From the transmitted

probe amplitude, we derive the differential gain DG, defined

according to DG ¼ 10� log V=V0, where V and V0 are the

lock-in voltage in the presence and in the absence of the

pump pulse. An AOM in the pump pulse path allows us to

simultaneously record data at several pump power settings,

to rule out nonlinear effects on the measurements.26 Note

that a positive DG is equivalent to an amplification of the

probe pulse as a result of excess carriers generated by the

absorbed pump pulse. Outside the temporal pump-probe

overlap, the cases of DGðtÞ > 0 and DGðtÞ < 0 will thus be

named absorption and amplification regime (always with

respect to the pump pulse), while transparency occurs at the

transition DGðtÞ ¼ 0. The dependence of the transparency

current Itr on the wavelength of the pump pulse in 2cPP

experiments with the probe at 980 nm is shown in Fig. 1(a)

as blue dots. Itr roughly samples the number of energy states

up to the pump energy window. We observe a steep and

linear increase for pump pulse wavelengths shorter than the

EL peak at 960 nm indicating a constant (QW-like) DOS,

while for longer wavelengths the reduced slope hints at a

lower DOS.

The differential gain and phase changes measured in

1cPP experiments with pump and probe pulses centered at

the spectral maximum of the device emission at 965 nm are

shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, for currents

between 10 mA and 60 mA as filled symbols. At low injec-

tion current, we observe optical pumping, reflected by a posi-

tive DG at the probe wavelength. Between 10 mA and 20 mA

injection current, the gain recovery curve changes its sign

from absorbing to amplifying with a negative DG. The trans-

parency current Itr in this wavelength range is about 12 mA.

Common to all curves is an initially fast gain recovery,

followed by a slow return to equilibrium.

The gain recovery traces can be decomposed into three

distinct parts. An immediate response at the sub-ps timescale

is assigned to a combination of coherent interaction and

ultrafast carrier heating (see inset in Fig. 3(a)). For this pro-

cess, we do not extract a time constant, as in our experiment

the shape of the probe pulse is nonlinearly modified at short

FIG. 1. (a) Electroluminescence spectra of the SML QD SOA for 5, 10, 15,

20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 mA injection current. The dark gray and light gray

windows illustrate the spectral range of the one- and two-color pump-probe

experiments, respectively. The blue dots mark the transparency current,

extracted from two-color pump probe measurements, the dashed line illus-

trates the linear increase at wavelengths below 960 nm. Inset: Image of the

device in operation. (b) Spectrally integrated emission as a measure for the

light-current characteristics. (c) Energy scheme and schematic carrier wave-

functions of the SML QDs, CB: conduction band and VB: valence band.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the heterodyne pump-probe experiment. AOM:

acousto-optical modulator, DAQ: data acquisition, and SMPM: simultane-

ous multi-power measurement.
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delay times causing an additional contribution to DG. This

ultrafast feature is followed by a recovery characterized by a

few ps time constant, which reflects the re-filling of the

depleted states by other carriers. The long-time recovery

belongs to the recovery of the equilibrium carrier density of

the system by electrical injection.26

For times longer than 1 ps, the gain recovery traces are

well described by a sum of exponential functions DGðtÞ
¼ A1 expð�t=s1Þ þ A2 expð�t=s2Þ, with the two time con-

stants differing by two orders of magnitude. The dependence

of the retrieved time constants on the injection current is

displayed in Fig. 3(c). The fast time constant s1cPP
1 is in the

range of 6–8 ps for low currents, and decreases to about 2 ps

for high currents. QW-based devices have a somewhat

slower carrier recovery time of the order of 10 ps, as the res-

ervoir in this case is mainly located within the surrounding

barrier material and the recovery includes a spatial diffusion

step.27,28 Electronic states of SK QDs of moderate areal den-

sities, in particular, in QD-in-a-well (DWELL) structures,

are much more efficiently filled with carriers accumulated at

higher energies in either QD excited states or states of the

embedding QW, which leads to very fast re-equilibration of

the gain with time constants of few ps.29,30 The fast recovery

we observe for SML QDs shows that the potential landscape

formed by other SML islands and the effective QW provides

an efficient carrier reservoir with fast down-scattering

channels. The energetic structure of the SML QDs is illus-

trated in Fig. 1(c). 8-band k*p calculations have shown a

high degree of localization for the hole wavefunction, while

the electron wavefunction extends to neighboring SML

islands and the embedding (energetically close) QW.8 The

carriers localized in the active region are thus likely to

respond fast to changes in the potential caused by the crea-

tion or annihilation of an exciton.

The second time constant s1cPP
2 for the SML SOA is

about 600–800 ps. The dependence of its magnitude on the

injection current is weak, in contrast to the contribution to

the total amplitude, which decreases down to below 5% for

high currents (Fig. 3(d)). This is promising for telecommuni-

cation applications as it allows for pattern-effect-free data

transmission.31,32 The value of 800 ps for s1cPP
2 in the absorp-

tion regime agrees well with the radiative lifetime reported

for SML excitons.33,34

The dynamics observed for the phase recovery is similar

to the gain recovery, except for the amplitude distribution

between fast and slow components (Fig. 3(b)). The phase

samples a broader spectral range than the gain, thus the

amplitude of the fast component is not as pronounced.

Additionally, the SML agglomerations together with the

effective QW form a continuous spectral background, which

leads to a refractive index change at the probe energy larger

than for the relatively well separated QW of SK-DWELL

devices.

Results of two-color pump-probe experiments with the

probe pulse wavelength fixed to the maximum of the device

emission at 960 nm and the pump pulse energy covering a

window from 960 nm to 940 nm central wavelength on the

blue shoulder of emission peak are shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c)

for the absorption, transparency, and amplification regime,

respectively. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(c), the curves are normal-

ized to their maximum to visualize the different weights of

fast and slow relaxation components. We observe no system-

atic variation of the absolute amplitudes of DG, as it would

FIG. 3. Gain (a) and phase (b) recovery dynamics measured in one-color

pump-probe experiments at 965 nm for injection currents from 10 mA to

60 mA. The gray symbols represent data, and solid lines denote the exponen-

tial fit. (c) Time constants extracted from two-exponential fits of the gain re-

covery. (d) Amplitude ratio A2/A1.

FIG. 4. Gain recovery in two-color pump-probe experiments with probe

pulse at 960 nm and pump at 960, 953, 949, 945, and 941 nm. (a) Absorbing

regime at 10 mA, (b) crossover from amplifying to absorbing regime at

20 mA, and (c) amplifying regime at 40 mA injection current. (d) Time

constants s2cPP
1 and (e) amplitude ratios A2/A1.
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be expected for a structured spectrum with excited SML QD

states at higher energy.35 As the slow component is identical

for one- and two-color experiments, we show only the first

ten picoseconds of the traces. The fitted recovery time con-

stants s2cPP
1 are displayed in Fig. 4(d) and show a general

decrease with increasing injection current. A slight slowing

down for shorter pump wavelengths occurs as the fast spec-

tral hole burning or carrier heating contributions induced by

the pump shift out of the probe window. In the amplifying

regime at 40 mA injection current (Fig. 4(c)), interesting for

possible cross gain modulation, we observe a s2cPP
1 of

2.5–1.9 ps, with the fastest rate for the resonant experiment

at 960 nm. The relative amplitude of the slow component is

shown in Fig. 4(e). The gain recovery for the crossover re-

gime around the (wavelength-dependent) transparency cur-

rent at 20 mA and the absorbing regime at 10 mA are shown

in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. Also for these currents,

the initial recovery is fast (Fig. 4(d)); however, the long-term

component gains weight increasingly and amounts to more

than a half of the total amplitude in the absorbing case.

In conclusion, we investigated the gain and phase recov-

ery dynamics of an SOA based on InAs SML QDs in a GaAs

matrix as an active medium by one- and two-color hetero-

dyne pump-probe spectroscopy. The recovery of gain and

phase has been found to proceed in two stages. The first

stage is described by a time constant s1 of few ps, which is

as fast as the recovery times observed for devices based on

SK QDs. We attribute this to the effective InGaAs QW

embedding the SML QDs acting as an efficient carrier reser-

voir. The second stage is an overall re-equilibration of the

system and proceeds with a time constant s2 of about 700 ps.

The high relative amplitude of the fast component, in partic-

ular, at high injection current, is promising for the applica-

tion of SML QD-based devices in telecommunications as

amplifiers and modulators.
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